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Abstract. In 1962, G. Matheron introduced the term geostatistics to describe a scientific approach to 
evaluate problems in geology and mining, from ore reserve estimation to grade control. Geostatistics 
provides statistical methods used to describe spatial relationships among sample data and to apply this 
analysis to the prediction of spatial and temporal phenomena. They are used to explain spatial patterns and to 
interpolate values at unsampled locations. Geostatistics have traditionally been used in the sphere of 
geosciences: meteorology, mining, soil science, forestry, fisheries, remote sensing, and cartography. It later 
were successfully applied to economics, health, and other disciplines. Currently, it’s a trend to integrate 
powerful methods of geostaitsitcs into a geographic information system (GIS).  

This paper put forward a new algorithm of mining association rules with geostatistics in analyzing the 
epidemic problem. A key feature of epidemic data is their location in a space-time continuum. Geostatistics is 
independent of mean variance relationship and therefore can be used to verify more traditional methods of 
evaluation inner spatial structure. During structural analysis, spatial autocorrelation can be analyzed using 
covariance and semivariogram. With structural analysis predictions at unsampled locations can be made using 
geostatistic method such as kriging (i.e. multiple linear regression in a spatial context). Geostatistical analysis 
can interpret statistical distributions of data and also examine spatial relationships. It is capable of revealing 
how cohesion values vary over distance, and of predicting areas of high and low cohesion values. The 
geostatistics software provides tools for capturing maximum information on a phenomenon from sparse, often 
biased, and often under-sampled data. It is a good method for spatial data mining by taking account of the 
autocorrelation between the spatial data. 

In this paper, the first step is to use the geostatistics methods such as kriging, Spatial Autoregressive 
Model (SAR) to analyse and estimate the correlation of the land use/cover change and hay fever incidence. 
Then build a spatial autocorrelation model and then use the model to mining the spatial association rules. We 
can get the spatial frequency items from the autocorrelation Model. This replaces the repeated scanning of the 
spatial database by the measure of conventional spatial association rules mining. From the result of the 
example, the method is more quick and efficient than the traditional data mining algorithm Apriori.  

Keywords: geographical information science, statistical analysis, spatial autocorrelation, geostatistics, 
spatial association rule 

1. Introduction 
Geostatistical techniques were originally developed by Soviet scientists for meteorological data predictions. 
In 1962, G. Matheron introduced the term geostatistics to describe a scientific approach to evaluate problems 
in geology and mining, from ore reserve estimation to grade control. It can be used to describe spatial 
relationships among sample data and to apply this analysis to the prediction of spatial and temporal 
phenomena[2].  

One of the methods is kriging. In kriging, spatial autocorrelation can be analyzed using covariance and 
semivariogram. Then, predictions at unsampled locations are made using kriging (i.e. transposition of 
multiple linear regression into a spatial context).  
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Spatial data mining is the process of discovering interesting and previously unknown, but potentially 
useful patterns from large spatial datasets. One of the difficult is that the complexity of spatial data and its 
intrinsic spatial relationships which limits the usefulness of conventional data mining techniques for 
extracting spatial patterns. It’s natural to apply the geostatistics method to analyze the spatial autocorrelation 
in the spatial data and then use the conventional algorithm to mining some spatial association rules. 

In this paper, the autocorrelation between the land use and pollen counts were analyzed by krging,and 
then the candidate frequent itemsets were chosen from the semivariogram of the variables. At last the spatial 
association were extracted by applying the last step of the algorithm apriori. 

2. Related definitions 
A spatial association rule is a rule which describes the implication of one or a set of features by another set of 
features in spatial databases. For example, a rule associating the pollen counts with the plant distribution and 
temperature and wind speed and wind direction. 

Definition 1. A spatial association rule is a rule in the form P1∩ …∩Pm=>Q1 ∩ …∩Qn (s%; c%) 
where at least one of the predicates P1,.Pm, Q1,.Qn is a spatial predicate, s% is the support of the rule, 

and c% is the confidence of the rule[4]. 
Definition 2. The support of a conjunction of predicates,  
P = P1∩ …∩Pm in a set S, denoted as ρ(P/S), is the number of objects in S which satisfy P versus the 

total number of objects of S[4].  
Definition 3. The confidence of a rule P- Q in S, Ψ(P- Q/S), is the possibility that Q is satisfied by a 

member of S when P is satisfied by the same member of S. A single predicate is called a 1-predicate. A 
conjunction of k single predicates is called a k-predicate. In this paper, the large itemset contains k predicates 
is called k-itemset, and the set of all the large k-itemset is Lk [4]. 

Definition 4. The semivariance γ(h) was calculated as: 
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where n is the number of pairs of neighbor separated by distance h (called the lag distance), z(si) is the 
measured trait value located at si, and z(si+h) is the value located at a distance h from si. For randomly 
distributed data, little change in the semivariance will be obtained when h increases, and the semivariogram 
will be essentially flat. If spatial dependence is present, semivariance will be small at short distances, will 
increase at intermediate distances, and will reach an asymptote at large distances [2][5]. 

3. Thoughts of algorithm 
The mining process includes two sections, the first step is to use the geostatistics methods such as kriging, to 
analyse and estimate the correlation of the land use/cover factors and hay fever incidence. Then the candidate 
frequent itemsets can be gained from the semivariogram of the variables. The second step is scanning the 
data files to check out which are the real frequency itemset and output the spatial association patterns. 

In Fig1, the first step “compute the spatial autocorrelation with geostatistics method” can be done in 
some commercial software such as ArcGIS with geostatistics Analyst extension or Geoda. From this step 
you can know the spatial autocorrelation of every variables and the location. The second step is to read the 
semivariogram and choose the candidate frequent itemsets from the variables. For Example, the hay fever 
variable with the location autocorrelation is 0.4, and the deprivation with the location autocorrelation is 0.6, 
If we set the rule that all the variables whose spatial autocorrelation with the location larger than 0.3 are 
candidate frequent itemset. Then the hay fever and deprivation is the candidate frequent itemsets. The third 
step and fourth step are mining the spatial association rules. The detail algorithm we named GR-Miner is as 
below: 

Algorithm: GR-Miner 
Input: the candidate frequent itemsets Ck which chosen from the step 2. 
     the minimum support threshold min_sup[Lk] =ε 
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     the total itemset is S. 
Output: the set including all frequent itemsets Lk. 

1 begin 
2 Reading the candidate frequented itemsets Ck. 
3 For( k=1;  k <=n; k ++) 
{ Count[Ck]= Count[Ck]+1; 
If Count[Ck]/S >= ε 
{Then put Ck into the large frequent itemset Lk; 
Out put U Lk ; 
}  
Endif 
}  
End  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Experiments and results  

4.1. Data and materials 
In this work, the association and interaction between the distribution of arable, grassland, broadleaf, conifer, 
montane heath bog, pollen trends and the incidence of hay fever were discussed. The land use/cover factor is 
taken into account to study the spatial pattern of the hay fever.  

There are three kinds of the data: 
Hay fever data: 
The dataset 5558(showed in fig2) were used in this paper. It is one of the series study of 1970 British 

cohort study. The data were collected about the births and families of babies born in the United Kingdom in 
one particular week in 1970. It is in order to monitor the cohort members' health, education, social and 
economic circumstances. These took place when respondents were aged 29, in 2000. 

Land use/cover map: 
This data is download from Centre for Ecology& Hydrology Uk website:  
http://192.171.153.213/sections/seo/lcm2000.html 

1Compute the spatial autocorrelation with 
geostatistics method 

2from semivariogram to find candidate itemsets 

3Scanning the database file to compute the support 
and confidence of the candidate itemsets  

4Output the spatial patterns 

Fig. 1: The procedures of the algorithm 
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Fig. 2: The raw data for the hay fever 

 (from the website: http://www.esds.ac.uk/findingData/snDescription.asp?sn=5558) 

Apply the software SPSS, the numbers of hay fever in every county of UK can be gained as below fig3: 

 
Fig. 3: The number of hay fever in every county 

 
Fig. 4: The land use data in every county UK 

The data is structured in terms of the two levels of classification at which the Land Cover Map of Great 
Britain is being made available as a standard digital product. In the 1 km summary data there are 17 layers, 
one for each 'key' class. Each layer records the cover for one 'key' class. The values for each 1 km grid cell 
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represent the proportion of that cell that has been designated as being of a particular key cover-type. Then we 
compute the area of each area in every county and the results showed in fig4. 

Climate data: 
This data is downloaded form the met office of UK website: http://www.metoffice.org.uk/.  The data 

divides UK into 25 regions. It present the climate information in monthly maximum temperature, monthly 
minimum temperature, monthly air frost days, monthly total rainfall and monthly total sunshine hours (fig5).  

 
Fig. 5: The climate data of the UK in the year 2000 

4.2.  Results 
In our work, first step: doing some kriging analysis to get the spatial autocorrelation of the hay fever, climate 
and land use data. Fig 6 and Fig7 are two kriging semivariogram for hay fever and January average 
temperature. 

 

       
Fig. 6: The spatial autocorrelation of hay fever          Fig. 7: The spatial autocorrelation of JanTem 

Then do the step2 in Fig1, We choose some columns as our mining table (fig8): NNAME, HAY FEVER, 
TRANS_HAY, TRANS_AUG1, TR_SEPT1, TR_JAN1, TR_FEB1, TR_MAR1, TR_APR1, TR_MAY1, 
TR_JUL1, TR_OCT1, TR_NOV1, TR_DEC1, TR_JUN1, TR_JAN3, TR_FEB3, TR_MAR3, TR_APR3, 
TR_MAY3, TR_JUN3, TR_JUL3, TR_AUG3, TR_SEPT3, TR_OCT3, TR_NOV3, TR_DEC3, 
LANDUSE1, LANDUSE2, LANDUSE3, LANDUSE41, LANDUSE5, LANDUSE6. 

The meaning of the columns: NNAME :the name of the county, HAY FEVER: the number of hay fever 
in every county, TRANS_HAY: the log of the value of HAY FEVER, TR_JAN1---TR_DEC1: the log of the 
value of the average monthly temperature from JAN to DEC. TR_JAN3---TR_DEC3: the log of the monthly 
total rainfall value from JAN to DEC.  LANDUSE1: arable area, LANDUSE2:broadleaf, 
LANDUSE3:conifer, LANDUSE4:improved grassland, LANDUSE5:montane heath bog, LANDUSE6:semi-
nat grassland. 

The part of the table is as below Fig8: 
Performming the mining algorithm GR-Miner, the spatial association rules is as below: 
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Rule 1: AprTem high ∧ AprRainfall small ∧broadleaf area is great  → hay fever  is high 
Rule 2: MayTem high ∧ MayRainfall mid ∧improved grassland is great  → hay fever  is high 
Rule 3: JunTem high ∧ JunRainfall small ∧improved grassland is great  → hay fever  is high 
Rule 4: JulTem high ∧ JulRainfall mid ∧improved grassland is great  → hay fever  is high 
Rule 5: AugTem high ∧ AugRainfall small ∧arable hortic area is great  → hay fever  is high 
Rule 6: SepTem high ∧ SepRainfall mid ∧semi-nat grassland  area is great  → hay fever  is high  
Rule 7: JanTem low ∧ JanRainfall much  → hay fever  is low 
Rule 8: FebTem low ∧ JunRainfall mid → hay fever  is low  
Rule 9: MarTem low ∧ MarRainfall small  → hay fever is low  
Rule 10: Octem low ∧ JunRainfall much → hay fever is low 
Rule 11: NovTem low ∧ NovRainfall much  → hay fever  is low  
Rule 12: DecTem low ∧ DecRainfall much  → hay fever  is low  

 

 
Fig. 8: the result table of the transmission data 

From the rules, we knew that the high hay fever occurred from April to September in the year of 2000. 
The high temperature and abounding rainfall will trigger the pollen of broadleaf in April and grass from May 
to July. In August, the granula of the harvest crop will trigger a high incidence of hay fever. In September 
with the high temperature and plenty of rainfall the grass will cause a high hay fever incidence. 

5. Conclusion and Future work 
In this paper, a new method of mining association rules with geostatistics is offered. We use the krigging 
interpolation to get the spatial autocorrelation of the hay fever, land use, climate and location. Raw data sets 
of hay fever and climate data such as temperature and rainfall and land use data are strongly positively 
skewed, and may contain outlying values. The application of log transformation was effective in normalising 
the data in addition to weakening the negative effect of outliers. A good variogram structure of hay fever is 
observed, revealing that there are clear spatial patterns of hay fever on the distribution map. But the spatial 
autocorrelation of monthly average temperature and land use data are not as strong as that of hay fever.  

Mining spatial association rules present a great challenge to the developers of multi-relational data 
mining methods. In this paper we have proposed a special purpose method for spatial association rule mining 
which takes account for the spatial autocorrelation of the data. Illustrative examples taken from spatial data 
of hay fever, land use and climate in UK show that our method enables us to use applications “ArcGIS with 
Geostatistical Analyst extension” to compute the spatial autocorrelation between the variables and locations. 
It would be very time consuming if there are a lot of variables to compute the spatial autocorrelation with the 
locations. And also it’s vey difficult to set the rules to specify the candidate frequent itemsets from the spatial 
autocorrelation. In this paper, we get the candidate frequent itemset from the graph of the semivariogram. It’s 
rely on the person’s adjustment of the data and graph, sometimes it will miss some frequent itemsets and 
sometimes it will add some non-frequent itemsets. Furthermore, the spatial association between the spatial 
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data can not be mined with this method. So How to confirm the candidate frequent itemsets from the spatial 
autocorrelation should be improved in the future. 
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